
EU transition: Keeping 

Hampshire’s roads 

moving in January 2021 



Keeping moving 

When the UK-EU transition period ends on 31 

December 2020, there will be changes to the 

documentation process for goods exported to the 

continent. As this is a change to usual arrangements, 

we need to make sure hauliers have all the correct 

clearance in advance.

Portsmouth International Port is a major UK port, 

providing a critical route for goods to and from Europe 

and the Channel Islands. With only 13 lorry lengths from 

the entrance to the motorway junction, we want to 

make sure hauliers are border ready away from the 

port to avoid any impact to residents, businesses and 

freight flows. 

Multiple agencies have come together as part of 

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Local Resilience Forum 

(LRF) and created a plan, called Op Transmission, to 

make sure the road network works for everyone.



The plan   

Manage freight away from the 
port, to make sure hauliers are 
border ready and keep traffic 
moving. Operation in place 24 
hours a day, seven days a week

• Short stay triage points created

Main point A31 

Smaller site Junction 1, M275

• Paperwork approved and given 
clearance with a  pass to enter 
Portsmouth International Port 

• All Brittany Ferries, EU bound 
hauliers to visit a triage point 

• Triage points will not hold traffic, 
but simply check documents

• Hauliers not to travel unless they 
have a valid Brittany Ferries 
booking



Documents 
required

• valid ferry booking reference number, (no booking, no entry)

• valid passport

• applicable Movement Reference Numbers (MRN)

• applicable Transit Accompanying Documents (TAD)

• applicable Admission Temporaire/Temporary Admission (ATA) or Transport 

Internationaux Routiers (TIR) carnets

• applicable required documents for animals, plants, firearms, or other 

specialty goods

Details will be recorded and if correct then be issued with a port entry pass 

All hauliers without a valid ferry booking or the correct documentation will 

be redirected out of Portsmouth.

Currently the plan includes hauliers dropping off empty trailers, just inform 

the marshals at the triage site and you’ll be processed quicker.

There are no physical checks on goods, just paperwork.

If you do not have the correct documents, you will be redirected away 

from the triage points to make arrangements for onward travel.



Government 
messaging 
for hauliers 

UK hauliers operating in EU countries will require new 

travel documents. 

Regardless of the outcome of negotiations, there are 

actions that haulage businesses need to take now. By 

taking action now, you can make sure your business is 

ready to take advantage of new opportunities. 

Stay Informed 

Act now. Visit gov.uk/transition-haulage for the latest 

information including a complete checklist of the 

documents you will need, and to sign up for email 

alerts.



Short stay triage 1  

• Modelling shows majority of 

traffic to the port comes 

through A34

• Signage on the main routes 

including M25, will direct 

hauliers 

• A31 dual carriageway 

between Winchester & 

Alresford 

• Eastbound carriageway will be 

a contraflow taking east and 

westbound traffic 

• Westbound carriageway will 

be used to check border 

readiness

• Speed limit reduced from 

national limit to 30mph

• Estimated an extra 30 minutes 

to current journey time for 

hauliers to reach the port



Portsmouth triage 2

• Drivers from the east (A27) use 

the triage point at Junction 1, 

known as W4 or Tipner

• Much smaller area than A31, 

can only take a limited number

• Reduced speed limit on M275 

to 40mph 

Other hauliers continue as usual, 

this includes Portico, Wightlink

and Channel Island freight 



EU freight exemptions 

There are exemptions to the 

triage system, if you are carrying 

special load freight, such as:

• live animals

• live or fresh shellfish 

• Fresh fish or shellfish

• an abnormal load (long, wide 

or heavy)

Please email 
SM-Freight@portsmouth-port.co.uk

12-24 hours in advance, where 

you’ll be asked to enter your 

details and your vehicle will be 

logged in advance.

mailto:SM-Freight@portsmouth-port.co.uk


Common 
questions  

The A31 was selected to ensure traffic does not build up at the Portsmouth 

International Port leading to severe traffic congestion on the road network in 

South Hampshire. It is close to the strategic road network and is generally 

light in terms of traffic volumes.

1. Why do lorries have to be 

dealt with on the A31 (it’s 

miles from Portsmouth)? 

2. Is this like stacking lorries in 

Kent?

3. What if they turn up at the 

Port gate without the right 

paperwork?

4. What if it’s found drivers 

haven’t got the right 

paperwork at the triage site?

No. We expect drivers to spend about five minutes in our short stay triage 

points while we check they have everything they need, issue a Port pass 

and send them on their way.

They will be turned away before they get to the gate and directed to a 

triage point, or where they started their journey.

They will be able to make enquiries and get what they need. If they still 

haven’t resolved it after a short period, they will be asked to return back to 

their point of departure.



Common 
questions  

Yes. On the A31 we will be reducing the speed limit to 30mph. This will be 

signed and we are communicating with local residents, businesses, and local 

councils to publicise this in advance. These speed reductions, as with those 

on the M275, are crucial to ensure public safety. It will take a bit longer to get 

from A-B but we are asking residents to be patient and, by alerting them in 

good time ahead of any changes, asking them to plan a little more time for 

their journeys in order to keep the road network moving across Hampshire.

5. Have you properly looked at 

the implications of reduced 

road speeds on the A31/ 

M275?

6. Have bus companies and 

others who will have longer 

journey times, been informed?

7. Won’t the closer triage site in 

Portsmouth become 

overwhelmed?

Yes, our colleagues in councils are engaged with bus companies and local 

information is being shared. 

During the engagement with hauliers we are being very clear that, if the 

Portsmouth triage becomes full because drivers are avoiding the A31 site, 

lorries would be directed to return to the A31. This is in nobody’s interest. 

However we are reassured hauliers and prepared and appreciate what 

we’re trying to avoid delays for everyone.



Common 
questions  

No. They are not impacted as the rules for them are not changing. If fact, 

this plan is in part designed to help make sure the flow of vital goods to those 

communities is disrupted as little as possible.

8. Will Channel Islands lorries 

need to come through the 

triage sites?

9. Have hauliers had enough 

information?

10.What if this plan is shown to 

be unnecessary come the 

New Year?

As well as information from government which includes sites across the 

country, we have engaged hauliers at a local level to inform them of our 

plans and help them to get ready. We would like to thank them for their 

constructive approach so far.

We have no interest in creating unnecessary disruption to the public or 

freight companies. We are planning for a worst case scenario and we will be 

reviewing those plans 24/7 in the days after EU Transition to ensure they are 

still required. If they are not, we will stand them down.



Funding 

The LRF has received £2.5m from the government to get 

Op Transmission up and running for six weeks.

There has been positive feedback from hauliers that they are 

prepared, so while we are planning for a reasonable worst case 

scenario, we actually hope to see a high amount of compliance.

This is a resource intensive plan and we do not want to run Op 

Transmission unnecessarily, so we’ll keep this under review and scale 

back if it shows hauliers have all the correct paperwork for entry to 

the port.

However, if the plan is needed for longer we will work with the 

government to look at funding arrangements.



For more 

information 

contact 

HIOWLRF@hants.gov.uk


